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1. Introduction. In a previous paper the author (1) has shown the 
following theorem. 

THEOREM A. If each of H and K is a real-valued bounded function of sub-
intervals of the number interval [a, b] and m is a real-valued non-decreasing 
function on [a} b] such that each of the integrals (Section 2) 

J[atb]H(I) dm and j[a>b]K(I) dm 

exists, then the integral 

j[aMH{I)K{I) dm 

exists. 

In this paper we prove the following generalization of Theorem A. 

THEOREM 4. If each of H and K is a real-valued bounded function of sub-
intervals of the number interval [a, b] and each of r and s is a real-valued non-
decreasing function on [a, b] such that 

UaMH(I) dr or j[a>b]H(I) ds 

exists and 

J[atl)]K(I) dr or J[atb]K(I) ds 

exists, then the integral 

jla,b]H(I)K(I)[drY[ds]1-p 

exists for each number p such that 0 < p < 1. 

2. Preliminary theorems and definitions. Throughout this paper all 
integrals considered are Hellinger (3) type limits of the appropriate sums; 
that is to say, if H is a real-valued function of subintervals of the number 
interval [a, b], then j[atb]H(I) denotes the limit, for successive refinements 
of subdivisions, of sums ^DH(I), where D is a subdivision of [a, b] and the 
sum is taken over all intervals I of D. 

The definitions, theorems, and proofs of this paper can be extended to 
"many-valued" interval functions. 
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Suppose [a, b] is a number interval and each of H and K is a real-valued 
function of subintervals of [a, b]. 

We see that j[atb]K(I) exists if and only if for each subinterval [u, v] of 
[a, b], J[W)P]X(J) exists, so that i f a < ^ < z £ > < f l < 6 , then 

J[tt,tt>]^(^) +J[«M]^(^) = J iu,v]K(J). 

We state the following theorems. 

THEOREM K (Kolmogoroff 4). If J[a>b]K(I) exists, then 

UaM\K{I)-UK{J)\ = 0 . 

COROLLARY K. If H is bounded and f[atb]K(I) exists, then 

jlaM\H(I)\\K(I)-jIK(J)\ = 0, 

so that if [u, v] is a subinterval of [a, b], then 

jlu,c]H(I)K(I) 

exists if and only if 

exists, in which case equality holds. 

THEOREM P (Appling 2). If each of H and K is non-negative valued and 
each of f[a,b]H(I) andj[atb]K(I) exists and p is a number such that 0 < p < 1, 
then 

f^HiiyKd)1-* = /[a.ôl [fjHumfiKU)]1-*. 

3. Some pre l iminary theorems . In this section we prove some ele
mentary facts about interval functions and non-decreasing functions. 

Suppose [a, b] is a number interval, K is a real-valued function of sub-
intervals of [a, b], m is a real-valued non-decreasing function on [a, b] and 
j[atb]K(I) dm exists. 

COROLLARY A. If K is bounded and n is a positive integer, thenj[a,b]K(I)n dm 
exists. 

Suppose p is a number such that 0 < p < 1. 

THEOREM 1. If K is non-negative valued, then J[a>b]K(I)p dm exists. 

Proof. By Theorem P, 

JiaAfiK(J) dmridm]1-* = J [a,6][^(/)Jm]p[^m]1-p, 

which is equal to J[a>b]K(I)p dm. 

THEOREM 2. If K is non-negative valued and bounded and g is a positive 
number, then j[a,b]K(I)q dm exists. 
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Proof. There is a positive integer n such that 0 < g/n < 1, so that by 
Theorem 1, f[aMK(iy/n dm exists. By Corollary A J[atb][K(I)q/n]n dm exists 
and is equal to J[atb]K(I)Q dm. 

Suppose each of r and 5 is a real-valued non-decreasing function on [a, b]. 

THEOREM 3. If K is bounded and J[atb]K(I) dr exists, then 

flaMK(I)[drf[ds]1-p 

exists. 

Proof. It is sufficient to prove the theorem for K non-negative valued. 
By Theorem P, /[a>6][i£(/)dr]p[ds]1_:p exists. By Corollary K it is equal to 

j[a,b]K(iyJi[drY[ds]llp. By Theorem 2 J[aAK(I)p]1/p JAdr^ds]1^ exists and 
is equal to J[a b]K(I) ji[dr]p[ds]1"p

1 which, by Corollary K, is equal to 

jla.i]K(I){dr]p[ds)1-1'. 

4. The main theorem. We now prove Theorem 4, which is quoted in 
the introduction. 

Proof. By Theorem 3, each of 

Si,MH(I)[dr]'[ds]^ and f[a.<,]K(I)ldrr[ds]1-p 

exists, so that by Corollary K, each of 

!la,t,MI)!AdrT[ds]1~p and jlaMK(I) JAdrflds]1'" 

exists. Therefore by Theorem A, J[atb]H(I)K(I) f ïldrYlds]1"1* exists. By 
Corollary K, it is equal to J[a,b]H(I)K(I)[dr]p[ds]l~p. 
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